Approximal cavitation related to bite-wing image and caries activity in adolescents.
Cavitation of enamel lesions probably represents a significant step regarding further progression of the caries process. The primary objective of this study was to examine in adolescents the macroscopical appearance of approximal surfaces with radiographic lesions and relate this to the caries activity of the individual. A second objective was to establish the clinical feasibility of a modified technique for inspection of approximal contact surfaces. The material consisted of 46 enamel lesions selected on the basis of routine bite-wing radiographs of 140 patients aged 17-18 years, available from the Public Dental Service of Lillehammer, a non-fluoridated town. Lesions close to or approaching the AD junction were classified as D2 lesions, whereas those demonstrating a shadow not more than 1 mm into the dentine were designated D3 lesions. Based on recorded treatment during the last 3 years, patients were dichotomised as caries-active (CA) if they had more than 6 new lesions involving the dentine. The remainder with little or no activity were designated modestly active (MA). A small orthodontic rubber ring was placed around the contact point of the approximal surface of interest 1 day before an impression was taken. A separation of 0.5 mm facilitated cleansing and injection of low viscosity impression material (Xantopren(R) L, Blue, Bayer Dental). Discontinuity in the approximal enamel surface, determined by visual inspection of stone dyes, prepared from the impressions, was classified as cavitation. The results demonstrated that in MA patients D2 lesions seldom had cavities while in CA patients cavitation was usually found both in D2 and D3 lesions. The feasibility of the impression/inspection method seems established. It is easily performed and should be considered as a diagnostic tool in borderline cases.